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TOURISM AND THEORY, RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

0001.
Factors that contribute to tourism students’ development of intercultural competence / Yao-Yi Fu // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 1, pp 7-17

*education, lifelong learning, e-learning *education - students *educational tourism *East Africa and Indian Ocean islands

0002.

*journals *nautical tourism

0003.
Prikaz knjige: Edible identities: food as cultural heritage // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 3, pp 399-400

*books *gastronomy, diet, nutrition science

0004.
Roundtable review: PUBMET 2015: roundtable on the Croatian OA journals evaluation criteria / Ksenija Tokić // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 4, pp 529

*journals *articles

0005.

*bibliographies

0006.

*bibliographies

TOURISM AND ECONOMY

0009.
Development model of tourism on Croatian open-sea islands / Mili Razović, Renata Toljmenović // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 1, pp 19-36

*tourism and regional development *tourist supply *surveys *Croatian islands

0010.
The effects of family support and work engagement on organizationally valued job outcomes / Osman M. Karatepe // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 4, pp 447-464

*small and medium entrepreneurship (SME) *management of catering enterprise *Turkey

0011.

*small and medium entrepreneurship (SME) *gender in tourism *management of catering enterprise *Poland

0012.

*social costs *sustainable tourism *Slovakia

0013.
Service design in hotels: a conceptual review / Meryem Akoglan Kozak, Dilek Acar Gurel // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 2, pp 225-240

*hotel industry *technical and technological aspects of catering enterprise, innovations, creativity *quality in tourism
TOURISM MARKET

0014.
Allies or foes? Key challenges facing the shifting landscape of destination management in England / Dean Hristov, Nikola Naumov // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 2, pp 193-203
*tourism destination - diverse aspects *public tourist bodies (and organs) *stakeholders, interest groups, decision makers *United Kingdom

0015.
The attitudes of the key stakeholders on sustainable tourism in Ireland: the holidaymaker and tourism enterprise perspective / Aine Conaghan, James Hanrahan, Emmet McLaughlin // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 3, pp 275-293
*stakeholders, interest groups, decision makers *sustainable tourism*tourist demand *Ireland

0016.
Dynamic pricing and customers’ perceptions of price fairness in the airline industry / Vatroslav Škare, Dino Gospić // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 4, pp 515-528
*tourism and prices *air transportation *reservation and distribution systems

0017.
"One-size-fits-all"? Differentiation in destinations’ marketing goals and strategies to achieve them / Eli Avraham, Eran Ketter // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 3, pp 337-349
*tourist resorts *destination marketing *image and brand *addictions, diseases and other crisis (recession, economic crisis)

0018.
Recreationist perspectives, attitudes, and perceptions towards national park management in Sri Lanka / Priyan Perera, Madusha C. Senevirtha, Richard P. Vlosky // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 4, pp 497-514
*recreation *national parks and specific categories of protection *satisfaction *South and Central Asia

0019.
*tourist resorts*tourism destination – general *United Kingdom

0020.
*tourist supply *satisfaction *tourist settlements *surveys *South-East Asia and the Pacific

0021.
Tourism in Montenegro: A destination management perspective / Silvana Đurašević // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 1, pp 81-96
*tourism destination - diverse aspects *tourism and regional development*Montenegro

0022.
The use of social media in destination marketing: an exploratory study / Abbas Alizadeh, Rosmah Mat Isa // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 2, pp 175-192
*destination marketing *WEB 2.0, blogs, social networks, user generated content (UGC), User Generated Reviews and/or User Generated Media, eWoM, reviews, e-services *public tourist bodies (and organs) *surveys

TOURISM AND SOCIETY

0023.
Can this be spring? Assessing the impact of "Arab Spring" on the Arab tourism industry / Yoel Mansfeld, Onn Winckler // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 2, pp 205-223
*tourism and politics, peace, war *social environment (impacts) *Africa

0024.
Relationship between visitor motivations, destination evaluation and future behavior intentions: the case of West Virginia / Kudzayi Maumbe, Doug Arbogast // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 4, pp 465-478
*motivations *satisfaction *preferences, loyalty *destination marketing *North America

TOURISM AND SPACE

0025.
Reconstruction of former industrial complexes and their utilisation in tourism - case study / Martin Klemper ... [et al.] // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 2, pp 247-258
*specific attractions*tourism and regional development *Czech Republic
A study on the influence of electronic word of mouth and the image of gastronomy tourism on the intentions of tourists visiting Macau / Ying-Chuan Wang // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 1, pp 67-80
*WEB 2.0, blogs, social networks, user generated content (UGC), User Generated Reviews and/or User Generated Media, eWoM, reviews, e-services *gastronomy, diet, nutrition science *satisfaction *North-East Asia

Forecasting tourist arrivals to Turkey / Engin Yilmaz // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 4, pp 435-445
*registration and forecasting in tourism *tourist demand *Turkey

Investigating digital divide in travel distribution: the use of Internet and new media technologies in travel agencies of Bihor, Romania / Olimpia Ban, Adela-Laura Popa // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 4, pp 479-496
*reservation and distribution systems *travel agencies and tour operators *Romania

The evaluation of thermal hotels’ online reviews / Serkan Bertan, Murat Bayram, Nisan Benzergil // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 1, pp 53-65
*web pages *WEB 2.0, blogs, social networks, user generated content (UGC), User Generated Reviews and/or User Generated Media, eWoM, reviews, e-services *hotel industry *health tourism *Turkey

*social and economical planning and forecasting, trends *statistical series *tourism and politics, peace, war *Asia - Near and Middle East

The challenges of developing health tourism in the Balkans / Kornelia Kiss // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 1, pp 97-110
*health tourism *pas *tourism and regional development *Europe

Dark tourism, thematic routes and possibilities for innovation in the Slovak Republikj / Jana Horodnikova, Jan Derco // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 2, pp 241-246
*dark tourism *temples, shrines *Slovakia

Do mountain tourists demand ecotourism? Examining moderating influences in an Alpine tourism context / Andreas Strobl, Karin Teichmann, Mike Peters // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 3, pp 383-398
*mountain tourism *sustainable tourism *Austria

How diverse is the youth tourism market? An activity-based segmentation study / Celeste Eu-sebio, Maria Joao Carneiro // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 3, pp 295-316
*youth tourism *segmentation *motivations *Portugal

The impact of ethnic tourism on gender equality: a case study of Iran’s Baluchistan women / Ahmad Reza Sheikhi // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 2, pp 161-174
*domestic and ethnic tourism *gender in tourism *Asia - Near and Middle East

Influence of demographic variables on customers’ experiences in formal full-service restaurants in Port Elizabeth, South Africa / Oswald Mhlanga, Zorada Hattingh, Hermanus Johannes Moolman // Vol. 63 (2015), No. 2, pp 143-160
*catering *tourist demand *tourism demand – other *tourism and demography *South Africa
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